
Everest statistics and records in the spring season. The number of teams on Everest during the 
spring was 94. These ranged in size from one member with no Sherpa helpers to 29 members 
and 22 Sherpas. Perhaps surprisingly, the number of expeditions was five fewer than the 2005 
total of 99, but it was actually larger on the Tibetan side during the spring of 2006, up from 57 to 
64. On the Nepalese side there was a big drop, down from 42 to 30.

In terms of num ber of summiters, there was an even greater difference between the 
Tibetan and Nepalese sides. A total of 276 people went to the top from Tibet, not counting 
the possibility that David Sharp summited and died during his descent; his movements above 
8,500m are not known. From Nepal only 192 people succeeded.

One explanation for the fall in numbers summiting from the Nepalese side was the wor
risome situation created by the 10-year-old armed rebellion of the Communist Party of Nepal 
(Maoist) and its increasing use of force throughout the country. In addition, this spring's politi
cal unrest spilled onto the streets of Kathmandu and other towns nationwide, organized by 
conventional parties angered by the King’s “autocratic” actions. It took the form of protest 
marches, public rallies, and general strikes, including bans on motorized travel. The interna
tional news media gave increasing attention to all this, and some expeditions canceled their 
plans to visit Nepal.



As usual, Everest records were set. They included the oldest summiteer and the first double 
amputee. On May 17 Takao Arayama, a 70-year-old Japanese, became the oldest climber—by 
three days—to reach the top, having climbed the Tibetan side of the mountain.

The first successful double amputee, 46-year-old New Zealander Mark Inglis, had 
summited two days earlier, also from the Tibetan side. There have been two single-amputee 
summiters, each of whom had lost a substantial part of one leg: American Tom W hittaker in 
1998 and a Sherpa six years later. Both climbed from the Nepalese side. The first double ampu
tee to try was an American, Ed Hommer, in the autumn of 2001, but when he reached 7,500m, 
he found the scar tissue on his left stump had cracked open in the dry air and was bleeding 
slightly. He abandoned the climb.

Twenty-five years ago Inglis had been marooned in a storm for two weeks on New 
Zealand’s highest peak, Mt. Cook, and his badly frostbitten legs had to be amputated at mid-calf. 
His cleverly engineered artificial legs have the flexibility to enable him to handle technical climb
ing, but when he was going down the fixed rope early in his attempt on Everest this spring, an 
anchor pulled, he did a couple of somersaults and found himself sitting in the snow with one leg 
lying beside him. He got out some duct tape, did a field fix, and descended carefully to advanced 
base camp. A new leg was brought to him from base camp, and he went back up.

Inglis said he felt “huge satisfaction” at having summited Everest. “If you are a climber, 
as I have been all my life, the skills are already there. My problem is not going up but coming 
down. You have to be very careful; there is more wear and tear on the stumps.” And indeed he 
got frostbitten. In his descent to advanced base camp on the day after his success, he was lowered 
by one his guides on his bottom and two days later reached base camp astride a yak. Back in 
New Zealand he underwent an operation on his stumps.
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